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Abstract
This paper numerically examines the impact of the financial and time cost of child

care as well as elderly care on economic growth and welfare in an aging Japan within a
dynamic general equilibrium framework of multi-period overlapping generations with
endogenized labor supply. Simulation results indicate that the replacement rate of the
public pension scheme becomes below 50 percent from year 2039, even if the currently
accumulated public pension funds are used up for paying pension benefits by year 2115.
Financial burdens for the first group (age 65 and over) and for the second group (age 40
- 64) in the public long-term care insurance in year 2060 become more than double and
more than five times as much as the level of year 2010 in an aging Japan, respectively.
While increased child benefits stimulate savings and thus they improve welfare, the
impact of elimination of the time cost of child care and elderly care is quite mixed,
depending on the gender and job contract types of workers within the household. When
the time cost of elderly care spent by all workers irrespective of gender and job contract
types is eliminated, many generations enjoy welfare gain, but when the time cost of
child care by all workers is eliminated, then almost all generations, except for relatively
elder generations, reversely suffer from welfare loss. When a starting age to contribute
to the long-term care insurance becomes earlier from the current age of 40 to age 35,
welfare of all generations improves.
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1 Introduction

This paper numerically examines the impact of the cost of child care and elderly care on

economic growth and welfare in an aging Japan within a dynamic general equilibrium frame-

work of multi-period overlapping generations with endogenized labor supply. The impact

of population aging on the public pension and the public long-term care insurance schemes

is also explored under realistic assumptions in order to evaluate actual on-going policies for

these schemes. Not only the financial cost but also the time cost of child care and elderly

care are both taken into account when the impact of the change in the cost and child benefits

is examined.

If the current demographic structure does not change and future rapid population aging

is unavoidable, then, as our research results (Ihori et al (2006 and 2011)) suggest, two

options could be considered to weaken the negative impact of rapid population aging on

sustainable economic growth; stimulation of more female labor supply and/or opening a door

to immigrants, in order to have the labor force enough for sustainable economic growth1.

Then, this paper particularly focuses on the gender difference in labor supply when the

impact of child care and elderly care is explored. Females spend more time on child care and

elderly care in comparison with males in Japan, and consideration of the gender difference

is very important to examine the impact of child care and elderly care on labor supply. In

particular, the impact of the financial and the time cost of child care and elderly care on

female labor supply matters when the effect of more female labor supply on sustainable

economic growth is studied.

Another key issue, when female labor supply is examined, is that labor force has recently

been observed to be divided into two different categories in Japan; full-time labor force and

non full-time labor force. The former is called ’Seiki’ labor force, and the latter is called

1Stimulating higher fertility could be another option for sustainable economic growth. Ishida et al (2012),
Oguro et al (2011), Oguro and Takahata (2013), and Okamoto (2016) argue the impact of several child
benefits policies on fertility within a endogenized fertility model. Oguro and Yasuoka (2016) presents a
theoretical framework to discuss the relationship between child care and fertility.
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’Hi-Seiki’ labor force. The latter labor force includes part-time, dispatched, and fixed term

workers. The recent division of labor force can be observed not only in female but also in

male labor force. This paper also takes into account this difference in labor force explicitly,

and assumes that there are four different types of labor force; male full-time, female full-

time, male non-full-time, and female non-full-time labor force, since labor condition and

wage differences can clearly been observed in data among these different four labor force, as

demonstrated by Kato and Kawade (2015). Based on Kato and Kawade (2015), this paper

examines the impact of population aging and the financial as well as time cost of child care

and elderly care on economic growth and welfare of Japan.

Simulation results are as follows. First of all, population aging results in more burdens on

the public pension and the long-term care insurance schemes. The replacement rate of the

public pension scheme becomes below 50 % from year 2039, if the contribution rate is fixed

at 18.3 % from year 2018 and hereafter. Note that this situation cannot be avioded even

if the currently accumulated public pension funds are used up for paying pension benefits

by year 2115. Since the Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare (MHLW) announces that

the replacement rate would not be below 50 % even in an aging Japan, the result in this

paper is pessimistic. Regarding the impact of population aging on the public long-term

care insurance, the contributions to the long-term care insurance scheme increase. The fixed

amount of contributions for the first group (age 65 and over) in year 2060 becomes more

than double as much as the level of year 2010. The contribution rate for the second group

(age 40 and 64) in year 2060 increases by more than five times as much as the level of year

2010, even if the distribution ratio of the cost between two groups is adjusted according to

the demographic distribution of the two groups every three years.

Secondly, an increase in the co-payment rate in the long-term care insurance reduces the

fixed amount of contributions for the first group (age 65 and over). Since the household

privately pays co-payments on its own when it receives the elderly care services through the

public long-term care insurance scheme, an increase in the co-payment rate simply reduces
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the cost paid through the public scheme. However, a rise in the co-payment rate reversely

increases the contribution rate for the second group (age 40 - 64). This surprising result can

be explained as follows. Since a rise in the co-payment rate implies more private burdens of

the cost of elderly care when the household obtains elderly care services in its old age, the

household prepares for more financial burdens when it becomes aged, and thus it increases

its savings. Stimulated savings result in more capital, and the capital labor ratio increases.

The higher capital labor ratio results in the higher wage rate. Since the financial cost of

elderly care services through the long-term care insurance is measured in wage, increased

wage induces the higher cost of elderly care services. Thus, the contribution rate for the

second group (age 40 - 64) increases. Furthermore, higher income created by the increased

capital labor ratio results in higher welfare of future generations. While a rise in the co-

payment rate increases the contribution rate for the second group (age 40 - 64), which

consists of relatively younger generations, stimulated savings result in welfare gain of the

future generations. While welfare of old generations decreases, future generations can enjoy

welfare gain by a rise in the co-payment rate. This positive impact of an increased co-

payment rate on stimulating savings as well as on improving welfare is similar to Ihori et al

(2011).

Thirdly, if the basis of contributions to the public long-term care insurance is widen by

making the household start to contribute to the scheme in its earlier age, then the annual

burdens of both groups decrease. Thus, elder generations can enjoy welfare gain. On the

impact on welfare of future generations, it depends on the age when the household starts to

contribute to the scheme. If the starting age becomes earlier from the current age of 40 to

35, future generations can enjoy welfare gain. However, if the starting age becomes earlier to

age 30, then future generations suffer from welfare loss. Note that while an expansion of the

contribution basis by making the starting age earlier results in the reduction of the annual

burden rate, it obviously implies that each generation has to start to contribute to the scheme

earlier and thus in a longer period. While the former impact of a lower annual burden rate
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is positive, the latter impact of longer contribution is negative for future generations. When

the starting age becomes age 35, the former positive impact outweighs the latter negative

impact, thus, resulting in future generations becoming better off. However, the starting

age becomes age 30, the latter negative impact is stronger than the former positive impact,

and future generations suffer from welfare loss. This implies that welfare of all generations

increases when the starting age becomes earlier to age 35.

Fourthly, the impact of elimination of the time cost of elderly care is quite mixed and the

overall impact depends on the difference in gender and types of job contracts of workers; full-

time or non-full-time. More private and public provision of elderly care such as an expansion

of elderly care at nursing homes could reduce the time on elderly care which the household

privately spends on. The impact depends on the time of workers of whom/which type of

job contracts within the household is eliminated. Note that elimination of the time cost of

elderly care implies that the household can enjoy more available time, which was used for

elderly care before. More available time can increase both leisure and labor supply. If labor

supply increases, then the wage rate decreases in the labor market, and thus the total labor

income does necessarily not increase. Any change in the total labor income affects savings.

A change in the wage rate affects labor supply decision, depending on its substitution and

income effects, and whether labor supply increases depends on the relative magnitude of both

effects. Since the interest rate also changes, the impact on savings is more complicated. The

impact of elimination on economic growth (the capital labor ratio) and welfare substantially

depends on whose time spent on elderly care is eliminated. However, if the time privately

spent on elderly care by all workers (male full-time, male non-full-time, female full-time,

and female non-full-time) becomes available instead of caring the elderly, then elimination

of the time cost of elderly care has a positive (negative) impact on economic growth after

(before) year 2042. On the impact on welfare, all generations, except for the generations

born between year 2001 and year 2039, can enjoy welfare gain.

Fifthly, increased child benefits stimulate savings, and the capital labor ratio increases.
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While only generations which receive child benefits can obtain benefits of the increase di-

rectly, stimulated savings induce higher income, thus resulting in other generations becoming

better off as well.

Finally, the impact of elimination of the time cost of child care is also quite mixed. More

public provision of nursery facilities for small children could reduce private time spent on

child care. While the household spends more time on elderly care when it becomes aged, it

spends more time on child care when it is before age 45. Since the household accumulates

savings as it becomes aged, this implies that elimination of the time cost of child care has a

smaller impact on savings rather than elimination of the time cost of elderly care. Indeed, the

impact on economic growth (the capital labor ratio) is smaller than the case of elimination

of the time cost of elderly care, when the time of child care of all workers becomes available

for more leisure and additional labor supply. On the impact on welfare, opposite to the case

when the time cost of elderly care is eliminated, almost all generations suffer from welfare

loss, except for relatively elder generations. Note that all workers spend more private time on

elderly care when their wage profiles past their peak level, and they already start declining.

and also that the amount of labor supply is relatively smaller in comparison with the amount

when they have to spend time on child care. This implies that the impact of elimination of

the time cost of elderly care on an economy is relatively smaller, and the household can use

more available time for more leisure, thus resulting in more generations having welfare gain.

However, when the time cost of child care is eliminated, then the household spend additional

available time more on labor supply. Workers spend more time on child care when they are

actively working, and their wage profiles keep increasing. This implies that the impact of the

change in their decision on an economy is relatively larger, and, except for relatively elder

generations, many generations suffer from welfare loss when they have more available time

which was used for child care2. Indeed, except for the generations born before 1954, almost

all generations suffer from welfare loss in the simulation.

2Note that this argument does not consider any cost of child care.
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The paper is organized as follows. The next two sections explain the background of the

discussion and the related literature. Section 4 introduces the model, and Section 5 explains

the conducted simulation analysis in detail. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Background

Figure 1 shows the past and future trend of population aging in Japan. In accordance with

rapid and high population aging, the total population also started to decline, which Japan

has never experienced before. An aging population in Japan has attributed to a prolonged

lifetime and the declining fertility rate, where the former has resulted in more importance of

the elderly care, and the latter induced an argument on the cost of child care. Such a rapid

change in the demographic structure will induce a serious shortage of labor force in future

Japan.

An increasing trend of the national medical expenditure has been mainly caused by

population aging in Japan (Ihori et al (2011)), and more financial burdens on the public

pension, national health services, and the public long-term care insurance are forecasted in

Japan. The long-term care insurance is compulsory, and everyone in age 40 and over has

to contribute to the scheme. People between age 40 to 64 are categorized in the second

group, and they have to pay the different amount of contributions based on their salary in

general. People from age 65 and over are categorized in the first group, and they also have to

contribute to the scheme, while the amount of contributions is fixed. Basically people only in

the first group can obtain elderly care services through the public long-term care insurance,

while they also have to pay a certain amount of the cost of services (co-payments). Figure

2 shows the total cost paid through the long-term care insurance in year 2010. Note that

the cost is normalized based on the annual income of the non-full-time male worker in age

20. The financial cost through the long-term care insurance drastically increases after age

90 and over. Figure 3 shows the time cost of caring the elderly. While the public long-term
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care insurance covers the financial cost, people often spend time on caring the elderly. In

Figure 3, the relative time spent on elderly care to working hours is shown. As shown in

Figure 3, the time spent on elderly care becomes longer as the carer gets aged, irrespective

of differences in gender and job contract. More population aging implies that Japan will face

higher financial burdens on the public schemes and also lower labor supply.

On child care, the government has been providing child care benefits since year 1994.

Figure 4 shows the ratio of child care benefits to GDP. While it shows the increasing trend,

the amount is still small in Japan. Regarding the time cost and the financial cost of child care,

Figure 5 and 6 are shown. Figure 5 shows the relative time spent on child care to working

hours, and it is shown in the figure that females spend lots of time on child care between age

25 and 35. Cabinet Office of the Japanese Government conducted a questionnaire research

by internet in year 2009 on the financial cost of child care, and Figure 6 shows the financial

cost of child care, where the result from a questionnaire research by Cabinet Office of the

Japanese Government in year 2009 is used. According to the result, the total amount of child

care per child until a child becomes age 22 is calculated to be about 32 million Japanese yen.

As shown by Figure 5 and 6, raising kids in Japan is costly, and the lower fertility rate and

less female labor supply would be caused by the high cost of child care.

These observations suggest that in an aging Japan stable economic growth seems more

difficult, and also that future GDP will decline with a shrinking population and higher

burdens on the public schemes.

3 Literature

Within the Auerbach and Kotlikoff framework (1987), many studies have been conducted in

order to discuss the effect of tax and social security reforms of Japan. Homma et al (1987)

is the first study which applied Auerbach et al (1983) to the Japanese context to examine
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the impact of the tax reform3. Then, the conventional Auerbach and Kotlikoff model has

been extended by incorporating actual future demographic forecast of Japan, in order to

re-produce the future demographic structure within the model (Kato (1998 and 2002)),

where several new features have also been taken into account such as government deficits

and public capital. Kawade (2007 and 2009) introduced income difference in households

generated by heterogeneity in labor efficiency in order to discuss the impact of fiscal reforms

actually ongoing in Japan. Ihori et al (2011) particularly paid attention to the national health

services in an aging Japan to discuss the effects of several policy changes in the drastic reform

of the national health services of Japan. One of our results shows that the increasing trend

of national medical expenditure is mainly caused by population aging, and several policy

changes in the reform such as an increase in the co-payment rate for the services has little

effect on the reduction of the increasing trend of national medical expenditure in the future.

Kato and Kawade (2015) investigated to the extent how much an increase in female labor

supply would stimulate the Japanese economy in the long-run, where they particularly paid

attention to the impact of an increase in labor supply by females who could not join the labor

market due to child care. Kato and Kawade (2015) explicitly considered the difference not

only in gender but also in the type of work contract in its labor-supply endogenized model,

where there are four types of labor; male full-time, male non-full-time, female full-time, and

female non-full-time labor. They found out that the amount of female labor which cannot

join the labor market due to child care is rather small so that the impact of an increase

in such female labor supply on economic growth is very little. They also found out that

a big gap in the wage profile between male and female labor causes the very small impact

of an increase in such female labor supply on economic growth. While it seems difficult to

identify the reason why the wage profile of female labor is much lower than that of male

labor, discontinuous labor supply by females due to child care could be one of the reasons.

3Hatta and Oguchi (1999) suggested that the Japanese public pension scheme should move from the
pay-as-you-go system to the fully funded system to avoid further burdens on the working generation in an
aging Japan.
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While the impacts of the long-term care insurance and child care on the Japanese economy

have not been studied explicitly in the literature of applications of the Auerbach and Kotlikoff

framework4, there are several empirical studies. Tajika and Kikuchi (2004), Iwazaki et al

(2006), Kitaura and Kyotani (2007), and Ueda et al (2011) empirically estimated the long-run

cost of long-term care insurance. Unayama (2011, 2014, and 2015) empirically investigated

the impact of an expansion of nursery services on female labor supply and marriage decision.

There are also several empirical studies on the impact of several government policies on

marriage decision and female labor supply (Higuchi (1994), Shigeno and Ohkusa (1998 and

1999), Suruga and Nishimoto (2002), and Nagase (2007). Asai et al (2015) empirically

investigated the impact of child care on maternal employment by using panel data in Japan.

While there are several excellent empirical studies on the impact of policies related to

child care as well as to the long-term care insurance, these two important issues have not been

explored substantially in the context of an aging population in Japan in my best knowledge.

Kato and Kawade (2015) only studied the impact of an increase in labor supply by females

who cannot join the labor market due to child care without any detailed policy instruments.

This paper expands Kato and Kawade (2015): The financial and time costs of both child

care and elderly care are explicitly taken into account. Child care benefits provided by the

government are also considered. The public long-term care insurance for the elderly is taken

into account in addition to the public pension scheme. While Kato and Kawade (2015)

studies the impact under the assumption of balanced government budget, this paper allows

the government to issue government bonds, so that more realistic case of the existence

of future government deficits can be investigated. Similar to Kato and Kawade (2015),

based on the latest Projection of Future Population in Japan by the National Institute of

Population and Social Security Research (NIPSSR), the most realistic future demographic

structure is assumed in its general equilibrium dynamic multi-period overlapping generations

4There are several excellent studies within the Auerbach and Kotlikoff framework to discuss the impact of
child care on fertility, where fertility decision is endogenized. See Oguro et al (2011), Ishida et al (2012), and
Oguro and Takahata (2013). See also Oguro and Yasuoka (2016) as an excellent reference for the discussion
on the relationship between child care and fertility decision.
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model. Labor is endogenized, and the differences in gender and the type of work contract

are explicitly considered in order to reflect the actual aspect of the Japanese labor market.

4 Model

The computable general equilibrium model of this paper employs the dynamic multi-period

overlapping generations model initially developed by Auerbach et al. (1983). This paper

expands Kato and Kawade (2015) by explicitly considering the cost of child care and elderly

care. Both the financial and time costs to care the child and the elderly are taken into

account.

The gender difference as well as different types of workers are considered; Seiki (full-time

workers) and Hi-seiki (part-time, dispatched, or fixed term workers; non-full-time). Thus,

there are four different types of workers; male full-time, female full-time, male non-full-time,

and female non-full-time workers.

Each household consists of these four different workers, and it is assumed that each

household optimizes its intertemporal consumption through its lifetime, taking the wage

rate, the interest rate, and its own survival rates as given. The tax and subsidy system, the

public pension scheme, and the public long-term care insurance scheme are also assumed to

be taken as given by each household. The household is assumed to obtain its wage income

by supplying labor elastically until it retires, and once it retires it never returns to the labor

market. There are no altruistic bequest motives and Ricardian equivalence does not hold.

The firm is assumed to maximize its profit by taking the wage rate and the interest rate

as given. The wage rate and the interest rate are determined in each fully competitive factor

market in equilibrium.

The government sector is assumed to collect taxes and contributions from households.

The government sector is also assumed to issue government bonds, so that the impact of

government deficits can be explored.
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The government sector has three different accounts; the general account, the public

pension account, and the long-term care insurance account. In order to capture the realistic

aspect of its accounts, the government is assumed to have transfers from the general account

to the public pension account and the long-term care account. The public pension account

is assumed to be run under the pay- as-you-go scheme.

It is assumed that there is no private life insurance, and thus there is no mechanism for

the household to hedge the risk of dying in each period. Since the household is assumed to

have no bequest motives, this assumption implies that the household leaves an accidental

bequest when it dies. However, it is also assumed that there is no uncertainty in the whole

economy in terms of the size of each generation, and thus there is no uncertainty in the total

(aggregate) amount of bequests inherited in each period.

4.1 The Household

The representative household consists of four different types of workers. Workers differ, de-

pending on the gender as well as the types of the work contract. Workers are differentiated

by the difference in their work contract condition with their employer; Full-time work con-

tract condition, or not. The former workers are called Seiki workers, and the latter workers

are called Hi-seiki workers. The latter workers include part-time, dispatched, or fixed term

workers. Thus, there are four different workers in each household: Male full-time, female

full-time, male non-full-time, and female non-full-time workers, respectively.

Each household appears in the economy at age 20 as a decision maker. Although the

household faces uncertainty regarding its death in each period, it dies with certainty at the

end of its age of 99 if it is alive until age 99. It is assumed that there is no uncertainty

regarding the size of the total population in each period.

The household is assumed to maximize its expected lifetime utility with respect to its

own consumption. The household’s expected lifetime utility of generation g, denoted by
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E [Vg], is given

E [Vg] =
99∑

s=20

Ps (1 + δ)−(s−20) u (cs,t, ls,t)
1−ρ

1 − ρ
, (1)

where ρ is a reciprocal of the elasticity of substitution between consumption at the different

time. δ is the time preference. Ps is a probability weight of the survival rate defined by

Ps =
s∏

i=1

qi, where qj+1 is the conditional survival rate of a j years old household survives to

j + 1 years old. cs,t and ls,t are consumption and leisure of a s years old household at time

t, respectively. Note that there is a relationship of t = g + s. The felicity function of u is

given by:

u (cs,t, ls,t) =

[
c

ξ−1
ξ

s,t + κl
ξ−1

ξ

s,t

] ξ
ξ−1

,

where ξ denotes the elasticity of substitution between consumption and leisure, and κ denotes

the weight parameter for leisure. The budget constraint of each household is:

as+1,t+1 = [1 + (1 − τr,t) rt] as,t + (1 − τw,t − τp,t − τe,s,t) es (1 − ls,t − lcs,t − les,t) wt

+ (1 − τw,t) bs,t + ds,t + (1 − τq,t) bqs,t − (1 + τc,t) cs,t − hs,t − ICs,t − θLTs,t (2)

where as,t is the amount of assets held by a s years old household at the beginning of time

t. es is the measure of efficiency of labor of the household, and es is the weighted average

of efficiency of four different workers. Note that efficiency is different in age among all four

different workers as well. lcs,t and les,t denote time spent on child care and elderly care,

respectively, both of which are assumed to be exogenously given to the household. ds,t and

hs,t denote child care benefits given by the government and the financial cost of child care in

age s at time t, respectively. The actual data of ds,t from Cabinet Office of Japan is used to

specify the value in the model. On the value of hs,t, the study on the financial cost of child

care conducted by Cabinet Office of Japan (2010) is used.

τr,t, τw,t, τp,t,and τc,t are the interest income tax rate, the wage income tax rate, the

public pension contribution rate, and the consumption tax rate, respectively. τe,s,t is the
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contribution rate to the long-term care insurance, which is applied to the representative

household while it is working in age s at time t5. After retirement, the representative

household still has to contribute to the long-term care insurance by paying the fixed amount

of ICs,t in age s at time t.LTs,t is the total cost of obtaining the long-term care, and the θ

is the co-payment rate. ICs,t and LTs,t are calculated based on the actual data, and θ is

assumed to be 0.1 to reflect reality.

Labor efficiency of four different workers can be obtained from the data. In this paper,

Rohdoryoku Chosa (2012) and Chinginkouzou Kihontoukei Chosa (2011) are used to specify

the efficiency profile of each worker over time. The weight for efficiency of the household in

age s, es, was calculated from these two data sets. In the simulation section, efficiency of the

non-full-time male worker in age 20 - 24 is used to normalize efficiency of other workers in

different age. Note also that the wage rate the household faces is also the weighted average

of wages of four different workers. The wage profiles of four different workers have been

obtained from the above two data sets. The time spent on child care and elderly care is

also differentiated among four different types of workers; male full-time, male non-full-time,

female full-time, and female non-full-time workers.

Thus, the total labor supply by the household in age s at time t is such that:

es (1 − ls,t − lcs,t − les,t) = νs
m,fte

s
m,ft (1 − ls,t − lcs,t,m,ft − les,t,m,ft)

+ νs
fe,fte

s
fe,ft (1 − ls,t − lcs,t,fe,ft − les,t,fe,ft)

+ νs
m,nfe

s
m,nf (1 − ls,t − lcs,t,m,nt − les,t,m,nt)

+ νs
fe,nfe

s
fe,nt (1 − ls,t − lcs,t,fe,nt − les,t,fe,nt) , (3)

where m, fe, ft, and nt denote male, female, full-time contract, and non full-time contract,

respectively. Thus, es
k,n denotes labor efficiency of gender k of contract type of n in age

5τe,s,t is different between an age group of 40 to 64 years old and an age group of over 65 years old
in reality. This paper takes into account the difference, and the contribution rates to the long-term care
insurance in this paper are calculated based on the actual data.
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s. vs
k,n denotes the weight of gender k of contract type of n in age s in efficiency of the

household. Note that both es
k,n and vs

k,n are calculated from Rohdoryoku Chosa (2012) and

Chinginkouzou Kihontoukei Chosa (2011). lcs,t,k,n and les,t,k,n are time spent on child care

and elderly care by gender k of contract type of n in age s at time t, respectively. lcs,t,k,n

and les,t,k,n are calculated from Shakai Seikatsu Kiso Chosa (2011).

bqs,t is the amount of accidental/unintended bequests inherited in age s at time t6, and

τq,t is the inheritance tax rate at time t. bs,t is the amount of public pension benefits in

age s at time t. wt and rt are the wage rate per the efficiency unit and the interest rate,

respectively. Public pension benefits are given by

bt =

{
ϵtHt; s ≥ RH

0; s,< RH

}
,

where RH is the retirement age. Public pension benefits are taxed. ϵt and Ht denote the

replacement rate, and the average annual amount, respectively. Ht is given by:

Ht =
1

RH

RH−1∑
s=20

wtes (1 − ls,t − lcs,t − les,t) .

It is assumed that the representative household maximizes (1) with respect to cs,t and

ls,t subject to (2), and the first order conditions yield the following optimal equations:

u′ (cs,t, ls,t) u (cs,t, ls,t)
−ρ =

qs+1,g [1 + (1 − τr,t+1) rt+1]

1 + δ

1 + τc,t

1 + τc,t+1

× u′ (cs+1,t+1, ls+1,t+1) u (cs+1,t+1, ls+1,t+1)
−ρ ,

ls,t =

[
κ (1 + τc,t)

(1 − τw,t − τp,t) wtes

]ξ

cs,t,

where

u′ (cs,t, ls,t) =
∂ (cs,t, ls,t)

∂cs,t

.

6For simplicity, it is assumed in this paper that each household receives bequests only when it becomes
age 50.
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4.2 The Firm

The firm is assumed to maximize its profits, taking the wage rate and the interest rate as

given. The wage rate and the interest rate are determined in perfectly competitive factor

markets in equilibrium. The aggregate private production function is assumed to be Cobb-

Douglas such that

Yt = ΩtL
α
t K1−α

t ,

where Yt, Kt denote aggregate output, and capital at time t. Lt is total labor demand

measured in the efficiency unit. Ωt is technology of production of the private sector7. The

fully competitive assumption of factor markets yields:

wt = α
Yt

Lt

,

rt = (1 − α)
Yt

Kt

− ϕ,

where ϕ is the depreciation rate.

4.3 The Government

The government sector consists of a general account, a public pension account, and a long-

term care insurance account. The government issues government bonds. The budget con-

straint of the general account is such that:

Dt+1 − Dt = AGt + rtDt + Pt + Et + CHt − Rt, (4)

7Annual technological progress is assumed to be 1% initially, and then to be diminishing gradually.As
presented in Ihori et al (2006), the assumption on annual technological progress is very crucial for simulation
results, and it is assumed in this paper to be diminishing gradually from 1 % in order to mimimize the
impact of an ad-hoc assumption on technological progress on the simulation results.
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where Dt denotes the amount of outstanding government debts at time t. AGt is the total

government expenditure. Pt and Et denote the amount of transfers from the general account

to the public pension account and to the long-term care insurance account at time t, respec-

tively. CHt denotes the total amount of child care benefits given to each household. Child

benefits are assumed to be given to each household while it is between age 28 and 43.8 Thus,

CHt =
43∑

s=28

ds,tPOPs,t,

where POPs,t denotes the total population of age s at time t. Rt is the total tax revenue,

which is given by:

Rt = τw,t (wtLt + ABt) + τr,tASt + τc,tACt + τq,tBQt,

where9

Lt =
RH−1∑
s=0

es (1 − ls,t − lcs,t − les,t) POPs,t

=
RH−1∑
s=0

[
νs

m,fte
s
m,,ft + νs

fe,fte
s
fe,ft + νs

m,nfe
s
m,nf + νs

fe,nfe
s
fe,nt

]
(1 − ls,t − lcs,t − les,t) POPs,t.

(5)

8It is assumed that each household starts to have a child when it is in age 28. It is also assumed that the
child receives child benefits until she/he becomes 15 years old. Thus, each household obtains child benefits
between age 28 and 43.

9The labor market is assumed to be fully competitive, and (5) is also interpretted as an equilibrium
condition of the labor market
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The aggregated values of ABt, ASt, ACt, and BQt are given by:

ABt =
99∑

s=RH

bs,tPOPs,t

ASt =
99∑

s=20

as,tPOPs,t

ACt =
99∑

s=20

cs,tPOPs,t

BQt =
99∑

s=20

bqs,tPOPs,t.

On the public pension account, the budget constraint is such that:

Ft+1 − Ft = rtFt + Pt + CPt − ABt, (6)

where Ft denotes the accumulated pension fund at time t. CPt is the total amount of

contributions collected at time t, which is given by:

CPt =
RH−1∑
s=20

τp,twtes (1 − ls,t − lcs,t − les,t) POPs,t.

On the long-term care insurance account, the budget constraint is given by:

TLTt = FICt + TICt + OICt + Et, (7)

where TLTt is the total expenditure in the account at time t, and it is given by:

TLTt =
99∑

s=RH−1

(1 − θ) LTs,tPOPs,t.

F ICt and TICt, are aggregated revenues contributed by each household at time t, which are
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such that:

FICt =
RH−2∑
s=40

τe,s,twtes (1 − ls,t − lcs,t − les,t) POPs,t,

T ICt = τe,RH−1,twteRH−1 (1 − lRH−1,t − lcRH−1,t − leRH−1,t) POPRH−1,t +
99∑

s=RH

ICs,tPOPs,t.

Note that FICt and TICt are the total contributions by the household, which belongs to

the first group between age 40 and 64, and to the second group between age 65 and over,

respectively. OICt is the total amount self-paid by the elderly when she/he receives services

through the long-term care insurance at time t, which is given by:

OICt =
99∑

s=RH−1

θLTs,tPOPs,t.

In order to reflect reality, τe,s,t and ICs,t are both endogenously calculated to satisfy (7) in

the following simulations.

4.4 Equilibrium

All markets are assumed to be fully competitive. The equilibrium condition of the capital

market is given by:

ASt + Ft = Kt + Dt,

and the equilibrium condition of the goods market is given by:

Yt = ACt + Kt+1 − (1 − ϕ) Kt + AGt.
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5 Numerical Analysis

5.1 Several Assumptions

5.1.1 The Future Demographic Structure

The future demographic structure is exogenously given to an economy. In order to make the

model most realistic, the actual past population data and the latest Projection of Future

Population in Japan by the National Institute of Population and Social Security Research

(NIPSSR) (2012) are used for calculating Ps in (1). Until year 2010, the actual data is used,

and from year 2011 the projection data is used. With the assumption of no uncertainty in

the whole economy in terms of the size of each generation, this implies that the past and

the future demographic structure can perfectly be re-produced in the model. The medium

variant data for both the future fertility and death rates from the latest Projection are used

in the model, and the population structure shown in Figure 1 is perfectly re-produced in the

model.

5.1.2 The Future Government Expenditure and Deficits

The future government expenditure and future deficits are both exogenously given. The

future government expenditure is assumed to increase according to population aging based

on the latest Projection of Future Population in Japan by the NIPSSR (2012). Until year

2014, the actual data for government expenditure, deficits, and GDP are used. Figure 7

and 8 show the ratios to GDP. Both figures show the future trend of the ratios exogenously

given to the model. In the following simulations, the consumption tax rate is endogenously

calculated in order to satisfy (4) with the assumption of the future trend of government

expenditure and deficits shown in Figure 7 and 8. In order to reflect reality, the consumption

tax rate remains at 8% until year 2018, and from year 2019 the consumption tax rate is

endogenously calculated10. Other tax rates are exogenously given to the model in (4). Note

10The wage income tax rate is endogenously calculated until year 2017 in order to satisfy (4).
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that the purpose of this paper is to investigate how much the consumption tax rate should

be modified to satisfy (4), taking the future government expenditure, government deficits,

and other policy instruments as given.

5.1.3 The Future Public Pension Scheme

The past trend and the future amount of accumulated public pension fund is shown in Figure

9. Until 2014, the actual data is used. Note that since year 2003 the decreasing trend of the

GDP ratio of accumulated public pension fund can be observed. According to the recent

announcement by the Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare (MHLW), the future scenario

value is assumed to keep decreasing down to the level at which the annual amount of total

benefits can be paid in year 2115. A half of the total amount of public pension benefits is

transferred annually from the general account, which is Pt in (4) and (6).

Since the trend of accumulated public pension fund is taken as given in the simulations,

the contribution rate (τp,t) and the replacement rate (ϵt) are endogenously calculated in

order to satisfy (6). In order to reflect the actual policy change, the contribution rate

is endogenously calculated until year 2017 to satisfy the budget constraint of the public

pension account with the fixed rate of the replacement. Until year 2017 the contribution rate

is an endogenous policy instrument to satisfy (6). From year 2018, as the Ministry of Health,

Labour and Welfare of Japan (MHLW) announced, the contribution rate is exogenously given

at 18.3%, and the replacement rate becomes a new policy instrument to satisfy (6), so that

the replacement rate is endogenously calculated from year 2018. The MHLW announced that

the replacement rate will be reduced gradually to 50 - 51 % in the future, and it is reported

that the replacement rate in year 2009 was 62.3 %. Thus in this paper the exogenous

replacement rate is assumed to be fixed at 62.3 % until year 2017, while the contribution

rate is endogenously calculated until year 2017 in order to satisfy the budget constraint of

(6). From year 2018 the replacement rate is endogenously calculated, while the contribution

rate is exogenously fixed at 18.3 % afterwards.
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The actual policy change to use the replacement rate with the fixed level of the contri-

bution rate at 18.3% from year 2018 reflects an argument that future generations will suffer

from a very high contribution rate to maintain the current level of public pension benefits.

A policy to modify the replacement rate rather than the contribution rate to satisfy the

future budget constraint results in reducing financial burdens on future generations through

the public pension scheme.

5.1.4 The Future long-term Care Insurance

The public long-term care insurance for the elderly was introduced in year 2000. The ex-

penditure basically depends on the demographic structure and population aging, and the

expenditure seems exogenous to the scheme. On the revenue side, a 10% of the total cost

is paid by people as co-payments who receive services through the scheme. A half of the

remaining cost (90% of the total cost) is covered by transfers from the general account (Et).

Other half of the remaining cost is paid by contributions. Currently, 22 % and 28% of the

remaining cost are paid by people belonging to the first group (age 65 and over), and the

second group (age 40 - 64), respectively. Note that the scheme is compulsory so that people

between age 40 and 64 have to belong to the second group, and people in age 65 and over

have to belong to the first group. While the current ratios between the first group and the

second group are 22 % and 28 %, respectively, the ratios are modified every three years

according to the relative population size of both groups in the actual scheme. This paper

takes into account this fact. Table 1 shows the ratios calculated based on this fact, and the

ratios in Table 1 are applied in the following simulations.

In the simulations, the future cost is calculated based on the future demographic structure

and the financial cost of the scheme in year 2010 among different age groups given by Figure

2. This implies that the cost will increase according to population aging in the simulations,

as shown in Figure 10. In Figure 10, the actual data is used until year 2014, and the future

cost is exogenously given in the following simulations. The salary dependent contribution
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rate (τe,s,t) and the fixed amount of contributions (ICs,t) are both endogenously calculated

in order to satisfy (7).

5.2 Simulations

5.2.1 The Impact of Population Aging

Figure 1 shows that Japan will experience a drastic demographic change in the near future.

Population aging in Japan is rapid and high. The total population already started to decline,

and the negative impact of a shrinking labor force on future GDP is expected.

Figure 11 shows the future labor force measured in efficiency unit. In the figure several

cases are shown: ’Labor force’ shows the case if the household maintains the ratio of time

spent on labor supply, child care, and elderly care. ’Labor force + no child care’ shows

the case if the household additionally spent more time on labor which is used for child care

otherwise. ’Labor force + no elderly care’ shows the case if the household additionally spent

more time on labor which is used for elderly care otherwise. ’Labor force + no child care +

no elderly care’ shows the total labor supply if the household spent the time for labor which

is used for both child care and elderly care. If the household used the all time for labor

which is spent on child care and elderly care otherwise, then labor supply would increase

approximately by 4 %.

In accordance with population aging, government expenditure of the general account is

expected to increase. Based on the future scenario of government expenditure and deficits

given by Figure 7 and 8, the consumption tax rate increases. In order to reflect reality, the

consumption tax is assumed to be introduced in year 1989 with its tax rate of 3%, increased

in year 1997 from 3 % to 5 %, and in year 2014 from 5 % to 8 %. It is also assumed that the

consumption tax rate remains at 8 % until year 2018. The consumption tax rate is assumed

to be exogenously given until year 2018, and it is endogenously determined from year 2019.

The detailed consumption tax rate is given in Table 2.

Population aging directly affects the public pension account. In order to reflect reality
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of the actual policy change, the replacement rate is used as a policy instrument to satisfy

the budget constraint of the public pension account from year 2018, and the replacement

rate is endogenously calculated with the exogenous value of the contribution rate from year

2018 and hereafter. As announced by the MHLW, the exogenous value of the contribution

rate is fixed at 18.3 % from year 2018 to reflect the actual policy aspect. Table 3 shows

the impact of population aging on the replacement rate. The MHLW announces that the

replacement rate could remain over 50 % even in an aging Japan, but the simulation result

shows it becomes below 50 % from year 2039, as shown in Table 3. Note that this situation

cannot be avioded even if the currently accumulated public pension funds are used up for

paying pension benefits by year 2115.

The long-term care insurance is also affected by population aging. The actual values of

the fixed amount of contributions for the first group (age 65 and over) and the contribution

rate for the second group (age 40 - 64) in year 2010 are 4.4 % and 1.2 %, respectively11.

The fixed amount of contributions for the first group is normalized based on the annual

income of male non-full-time workers in age 20 - 24 in year 2010. Table 4 and 5 show the

impact of population aging on the long-term care insurance. As shown in the tables, both

the fixed amount of contributions for the age group of 65 and over and the contribution

rate for the age group between age 40 and 64 will drastically increase as Japan becomes

aged. When Japan stably reaches the peak of population aging around year 2060, the fixed

amount of contributions for the first group (age 65 and over) and the contribution rate for

the second group (age 40 - 64) will be 9.87 % and 6.57 %, respectively. This implies that

the amount of fixed amount of contributions for the first group (age 65 and over) and the

contribution rate for the second group (age 40 - 64) become more than double and five

times as much, respectively, even if the distribution ratio of the cost between two groups is

adjusted according to the demographic distribution of the two groups every three years as

shown in Table 1.

11The actual values were calculated by using the data of expenditure of the long-term care insurance in
year 2010 by the author.
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5.2.2 The Impact of Changes in the Elderly Care Cost

The Change in the financial cost As Figure 10 shows, population aging induces the

increasing trend of the financial cost of the long-term care insurance, and the GDP ratio of

the financial cost remains at nearly 3 % in the future. If the increasing trend is not avoidable

in the future, then it could be argued; who should bear the cost?

There is a recent argument that the basis for collecting contributions should be widen.

Under the current scheme, all age groups from age 40 should contribute to the scheme, but it

could be possible to ask younger generations to start contributing to the scheme. If younger

generations should contribute, then it is also possible to ask elder generations to contribute

more to the scheme by paying higher co-payments. The elder generations currently pay

10% (the co-payment rate) of the total cost incurred when they obtain services through the

long-term care insurance. Then, the following scenarios will be examined:

Simulation1 : The co-payment rate increases from 10 % (the current level) to 20 %

and 30 %, respectively. Indeed, since year 2015, 20 % of the co-payment rate has been

applied to the elderly with high income in reality.

Simulation2 : The impact of widening the basis of collecting contributions is explored.

The starting age to contribute to the scheme is reduced from the current age (age 40) to a

younger age group. In Simulation 2, it is reduced from age 40 to 35 and 30, respectively.

Table 6 and 7 show the impact of an increase in the co-payment rate (Simulation1) on

the fixed amount of contributions for the first group (age 65 and over) and the contribution

rate for the second group (age 40 to 64), respectively. Note that the current co-payment rate

is 10 %. Table 6 shows that an increase in the co-payment rate reduces the remaining cost

covered by the long-term care insurance and that it induces the decrease in the fixed amount

of contributions for the first group, while the magnitude of the impact is small. However,

Table 7 shows a surprising result that an increase in the co-payment rate to 30 % induces a

rise in the contribution rate for the second group. This surprising result can be explained as
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follows: As Figure 12 shows, a rise in the co-payment rate stimulates private savings, thus

resulting in an increase in capital per labor (K / L). Since each individual has to pay more

financial cost on her/his own when she/he receives elderly care services through the long

term care insurance in her/his old age, she/he will save more to prepare for an increased

financial co-payments. This effect results in more saving, inducing the higher capital labor

ratio12. Note that the higher capital labor ratio results in the higher wage rate. Since the

financial cost of the elderly care is evaluated based on wage, a rise in the co-payment rate

results in an increase in the financial cost of the elderly care through an increase in wage as

well. Thus, the financial burdens for both groups increase. While the financial cost measured

in wage increases, the increased capital labor ratio results in more income per labor. Indeed,

welfare of future generations increases due to the increased capital labor ratio, as shown in

Figure 13, in which the equivalent variation of each generation is normalized based on the

equivalent variation of the generation born in year 2000. While elder generations suffer from

a rise in the co-payment rate, future generations enjoy welfare gains. When the co-payment

rate increases, elder generations have to pay more co-payments, while the fixed amount

of contributions decreases. Since the former negative impact outweighs the latter positive

impact, elder generations become worse off.

Table 8 and 9 (Simulation2) show the impact of an expansion of the contribution

basis on the fixed amount of contributions by the first group (age 65 and over) and on the

contribution rate for the second group (age 40 - 64), respectively. The current starting age

for being in the second group is age 40. In Simulation 2, the starting age becomes earlier

from age 40 to age 35 or age 30. The tables show that the annual fixed amount for the first

group and the annual rate for the second group both decrease.

In particular, the annual contribution rate for the second group more decreases than the

annual fixed amount for the first group. While the second group starts to contribute earlier in

12Ihori et al (2011) demonstrated the similar impact of an increase in the co-payments for the national
health services in Japan. An increase in the co-payments stimulates savtings, thus resulting in higher
economic growth.
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Simulation 2, the annual amount of burdens on the second group becomes smaller. In terms of

the impact on welfare, currently old generations can enjoy welfare gain, simply because they

do not need to contribute to the scheme earlier. On the other hand, the impact on welfare

of future generations depends on the starting age. Note that while an earlier starting age

results in the reduction of the annual burden rate, it obviously implies that each generation

has to contribute to the scheme earlier and thus in a longer period. While the former impact

of a lower annual burden rate is positive, the latter impact of longer contribution is negative

for future generations. When the starting age becomes age 35, the former positive impact

outweighs the latter negative impact, thus resulting in future generations becoming better

off. However, the starting age becomes age 30, the latter negative impact is stronger than

the former positive impact, and future generations suffer from welfare loss, when the starting

age becomes age 30, as shown in Figure 14.

Figure 15 combines Figure 13 and 14 to show the result of both simulations on welfare.

When the co-payment rate increases to 30 %, the future generations receive the highest

welfare gain, while such an increase results in the largest welfare loss of old generations. The

largest welfare gain of future generations tributes to its stimulation effect on savings. Except

for the case when the starting age for the second group becomes earlier from age 40 to age 30,

future generations always receive welfare gain in all simulations. Regarding the impact on

currently old generations, the impact depends on scenarios. When the starting age becomes

earlier to age 30, old generations can become better off, while future generations most suffer

from such a policy. The most interesting result is that when the starting age becomes age 35

all generations can enjoy welfare gain. When the starting age becomes earlier, old generations

become better off. When the starting age becomes age 35, the positive impact to reduce the

annual rate for the second group (age 35 to age 64) outweighs the negative impact to start to

contribute to the scheme earlier, so that a such policy change induces Pareto improvement

for all generations.
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The Change in the Time Cost Figure 3 shows the time spent on elderly care. If the

opportunity cost to spend time on elder care is eliminated and the household can use the

time of elderly care for additionally supplying new labor, then it is expected that the total

labor supply increases, thus resulting in higher economic growth. An expansion of nursing

home services could contribute to the reduction of the opportunity time cost of elderly care.

This section simulates the case when the time spent on elderly care can be used for additional

labor supply (Simulation3). When the available time increases, there are several channels

to affect an economy. If the household uses newly generated available time for additional

labor supply, then labor supply increases. More labor supply decreases the wage rate in

the labor market. However, additional labor supply simply increases wage income if wage

remains unchanged. Thus, whether the total labor income increases or not depends on to

the extent which impacts outweighs the other. The impact on savings cannot be determined

even if the total labor income increases. Furthermore, more available time affects decision

making regarding the time for leisure. Even if leisure is normal, the substitution effect and

the income effect affect decision making oppositely, and whether leisure increases or not

depends on both effects. Since the interest rate is also affected in the capital market, the

impact on savings is more complicated.

As shown in Figure 3, female non-full-time workers most spend time on elderly care.

Kato and Kawade (2015) demonstrated that the wage profile of female non-full-time workers

is the lowest as shown in Figure 16. Figure 3 and 16 indicate that the impact of elimination

of time for elderly care spent by female non-full-time workers is limited. Indeed, Figure 17A

and 18A show the very little impact on the capital labor ratio and welfare, respectively, when

the time cost of elderly care by female non-full-time workers is eliminated.

While male full-time workers spend the least time on elderly care, their wage profile is

the highest. Figure 17B and 18B show the impact when the time cost of elderly care of

male full-time workers is completely eliminated so that they can enjoy more available time.

In this case, savings are stimulated, thus resulting in the higher capital labor ratio. This
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stimulation effect results in higher welfare of future generations. On the other hand, the

generations born between in year 1951 and year 1999 suffer from the elimination of the time

cost of elderly care. For these generations, the negative impact on leisure outweighs the

positive impact of stimulating savings, and welfare of these generations decreases.

The wage profile of female full-time workers is the second highest, and the increasing

trend of their time for elderly care is observed as they become aged. Figure 17C and 18C

show the impact when the time spent on elderly care now becomes available for female full-

time workers to spend on more leisure and work. In this case, while the future capital labor

ratio increases by the stimulation effect on savings, the magnitude is not large enough to

result in welfare gain for future generations, since the wage profile of female full-time workers

is not high enough. The generations born only between in year 1978 and year 2000 can enjoy

the welfare gain.

Figure 17D and 18D show the impact when the time spent on elderly care by all types

of workers becomes available for them. In this case, the capital labor ratio increases after

year 204213. Note that when male full-time workers use the time spent on elderly care for

additional labor and leisure the capital labor ratio increases even before year 2042. However,

when all other types of workers also have more available time which was used for elderly care

before, then savings decrease. This effect is larger, and thus savings decrease when all types

of workers have more available time which was used for elderly care before year 2042. In this

case, except for the generations born between year 2001 and year 2039, all other generations

can enjoy welfare gain. Note that in reality it seems difficult to differentiate workers based on

gender and job contract types in terms of elimination of the time cost of elderly care. Thus,

this case most captures reality. Note also that elimination of the time cost of elderly care

does necessarily not result in welfare gain of all generations. This is because elimination of

the time cost changes optimal savings level and the optimal labor supply, which also change

all prices in all relevant markets. The price change thus affects welfare of all generations,

13More presicely speaking, the capital labor ratio very slightly increases between year 1978 and year 1986.
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and the generations born between year 2001 and year 2039 suffer from welfare loss due to

price changes in the markets.

5.2.3 The Impact of Changes in the Child Care Cost

The Change in the financial cost Figure 19 shows the total financial cost of child care

per household in each year. According to Figure 6, it is assumed in this paper that it costs

to care a child until a child becomes age 22 after his/her birth. It is also assumed that each

household starts caring its child when it becomes age 28. These two assumptions imply that

each household has to care its child between age 28 (its child is age 0) and age 50 (its child

is age 22). The total financial cost per household in each year is the summed cost of all

generations between age 28 and age 50 in Figure 19. Note that the total financial cost of

child care decreases since the total number of children decreases according to the actual and

the forecasted future demographic change.

This section simulates the case when the financial cost of child care decreases (Simulation4).

In this section the impact of an increase in the child benefits is explored. In order to reflect

reality, it is assumed in this paper that child benefits are given to each household while

its child is between age 0 and age 15, so that each household keeps receiving child benefits

between age 28 and age 43.

It has been so far assumed in the above simulations that the GDP ratio of child benefits

remains unchanged at the level of year 2014 in the future. Then, Simulation 4 examines the

case when the amount of child benefits increases from the level of year 2014 by 10 %, and 30

%, respectively, and the increased level remains unchanged from year 2015 and thereafter.

Note that a 10 % and 30 % increases are the amount of child benefits, but not the GDP

ratio of child benefits, since such increases in the GDP ratio imply a huge increase in the

amount of child benefits, which seem unrealistic.

Figure 20 and 21 show the impact of an increase in the amount of child benefits from

the year 2014 level by 10 % and 30 %, respectively. An increase in child benefits stimulates
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savings, and the capital labor ratio increases. This positive impact increases wage, and all

generations receive welfare gain. An expanded economy with increased wage induces the

reduction of the consumption tax rate, so that not only the generations which receive child

benefits but also old generations can enjoy welfare gain. However, increased child benefits

need more tax revenue in order to satisfy the budget constraint of the government, and this

negative impact on the consumption tax rate induces an increase in the consumption tax

rate. When child benefits increase by 10 %, this negative impact is smaller than the case

when child benefits increases by 30 %, and welfare gain of old generations is relatively larger

when child benefits increase only by 10 %.

The Change in the Time Cost Figure 5 shows the time spent on child care. If the

government improves public facilities such as child nursery facilities, then the time spent on

child care could be reduced. This section simulates the case when the time on child care

becomes available for self-consumption so that each household can use the time for additional

labor supply and more leisure (Simulation5).

As Figure 5 shows, female non-full-time workers spend the most time on child care, and

they spend more than 12 % on child care relative to their working time around age 30. Figure

22A and 23A show the impact when female non-full-time workers do not need spend their

own time on child care, so that they can now have additional time for more labor supply

and leisure. Since the time spent on child care is longer than that on elderly care by female

non-full-time workers when their wage profile is relatively high over their work period, the

impact on an economy is larger in comparison with Simulation 3 (Figure 17A and 18A). The

capital labor ratio decreases first, but it starts increasing after year 2040. The generations of

approximately current age 30 to 40 directly receive welfare gain, but future generations suffer

from welfare loss. Since the capital labor ratio increases in the future, the wage rate also

increases. However, labor supply depends on the substitution and income effects, and the

total wage income does necessarily not increase. Furthermore, the change in wage income
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affects demand for goods. Welfare of future generations depend on all effects, and future

generations suffer from welfare loss when female non-full-time workers have more available

time which was used for child care before.

Female full-time workers also spend much time on child care. Figure 22B and 23B show

the impact when female full-time workers have more available time which was used for child

care. In this case, the impact on the capital labor ratio is opposite to the case when female

non-full-time workers can have more available time. Except for a very beginning period, the

capital labor ratio decreases. On the impact on welfare, except for some old generations,

which can enjoy a positive impact on the capital labor ratio, and also some young generations,

many generations suffer from welfare loss.

Figure 22C and 23C show the case when male full-time workers enjoy more available

time which was used for child care. In this case, the capital labor ratio decreases until year

2046. On the impact on welfare, old generations enjoy welfare gain, but future generations

suffer from welfare loss. The reduction of the time on child care does directly not affect

old generations. However, the reduced capital labor ratio induces an increase in the interest

rate, and the increase in the interest rate induces an increase in income of old generations.

When the available time for all workers increases due to the reduction of the time spent

on child care, the impact on the capital labor ratio is small, since the direction of the impact

on savings is different depending on the gender and the types of work contracts. On the

impact on welfare, except for some old generations, almost all generations suffer from welfare

loss. The overall impact on welfare depends on several channels. More available time is used

for more leisure and additional labor supply. More leisure time directly increases welfare.

More labor supply reduces the wage rate in the labor market. The change in the wage

rate affects labor supply decision, and the total wage income does necessarily not increase.

The change in the wage rate also induces the change in the interest rate, which also affects

optimal savings decision. A change in the available time affects a whole economy through

price changes in all markets. When the time spent on child care is reduced for all workers
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and thus all workers change their optimal behavior, then almost all generations suffer from

welfare loss except for relatively elder generations. Relatively elder generations do not spend

time on child care, and thus they are not affected directly by the reduction of time on child

care. However, by indirect effects such as the impact on the interest rate, they can enjoy the

positive impact, thus resulting in them having welfare gain.

6 Concluding Remarks

This paper has presented a computable general equilibrium (CGE) framework to numerically

examine the impact of the financial and time cost of child as well as elderly care in an aging

Japan. The difference in the contract condition such as full-time (Seiki) and non-full-time

(Hi Seiki) for both genders has also been taken into account explicitly in the simulations.

Not only the public pension account but also the account of the public long-term care

insurance have been taken into account with several realistic assumptions when the impact

of population aging is examined. Several simulation results have shown that the financial

burdens of population aging are more severe than what has been recognized. In particular,

the replacement rate of the public pension scheme becomes below 50 % from year 2039, even

if the currently accumulated public pension funds are used up for paying pension benefits by

year 2115. Note that the Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare (MHLW) announces that

the replacement rate would not be below 50 % even in an aging Japan.

On the impact of increased co-payment rate of the long-term care insurance, future

generations can surprisingly enjoy welfare gain, while old generations suffer from welfare

loss. Improvement in welfare of future generations comes from stimulated savings by an

increase in the co-payment rate, since future generations increases their savings to prepare

for more private payments when they need elderly care services through the scheme in their

old age. This positive effect on savings results in higher economic growth and welfare gain

of future generations.
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When the basis of contributions to the public long-term care insurance is widen by making

the household start to contribute to the scheme in its earlier age, then the overall impact on

welfare depends on when the household starts to contribute. When the starting age becomes

earlier, then annual rate of contribution decreases, while the household has to contribute to

the scheme for a longer period. When the starting age becomes age 35 from the current

age of 40, the former positive effect outweighs the latter negative effect, thus resulting in

future generations becoming better off. However, the starting age becomes age 30, the latter

negative effect is stronger than the former positive effect, and future generations suffer from

welfare loss.

While increased child benefits stimulate savings and thus they improve welfare, the impact

of elimination of the time cost of child care and elderly care is quite mixed, depending on the

gender and job contract types of workers within the household. When the time cost of elderly

care spent by all workers irrespective of gender and job contract types is eliminated, many

generations enjoy welfare gain. However, when the time cost of child care by all workers

is eliminated, then almost all generations, except for relatively elder generations, reversely

suffer from welfare loss.
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Figure 1: Population Aging of  Japan 

 
 

Until year 2010 the actual data has been used. From 2011 the future forecast by National Institute of  Population and Social Security Research 
(NIPSSR) has been used, where the figures of  medium variant for both fertility and death rates are assumed. 
The aging rate is defined by the ratio of  the total population of  elderly people of  age 65 and over to the total population of  age 18 and over. 
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Figure 2: The Financial Cost of  Elderly Care through the Long-Term Care Insurance 

 
 

Annual amount of  benefits per capita through the public long-term care insurance including Yo-shien 1 to Yo-kaigo 5) 
The annual income of  male non-full-time worker of  age 20 – 24 in year 2010 is normalized to be unity, and the above figures are relative 
amount to the normalized amount. 
Data: Kaigo-kyufu-hi Jittai Chosa Houkoku (year 2010) 
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Figure 3: The Time Spent on Elderly Care 
 

 
The relative time to working hours in each age 
Data: Shakai Seikatsu Kiso Chosa (year 2011) 
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Figure 4: The Amount of  Child Care Benefits relative to GDP 
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Figure 5: Time Spent on Child Care 

 
 

The relative time to working hours in each age 
Data: Shakai Seikatsu Kiso Chosa (year 2011) 
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Figure 6: Child Care Cost 

 
Data: The child care cost by internet, Cabinet Office (2009) 
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Figure 7: The GDP Ratio of  Government Expenditure 

 
Government transfers are also included. 
The actual data is used until 2014.  
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Figure 8: The GDP Ratio of  Government Deficits 
 

 
Both central and local governments deficits are included. 
The actual data is used until year 2014. 
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Figure 9: The GDP Ratio of  Accumulated Public Pension Fund 

 
 
 
 

The actual data is used until year 2014. 
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Table 1: The Distribution of  the Cost of  the Long Term Care Insurance 
 
 

 
 
 

1st Group: Age 65 and Over  
2nd Group: Age 40 – 64 
The above cost refers to the remaining cost of  the long term care insurance, so that the 
cost paid by the elderly as co-payments is not included. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tax
Year 1st group 2nd group

2000－2002 17% 33% 50%
2003－2005 18% 32% 50%
2006 - 2008 19% 31% 50%
2009 - 2011 20% 30% 50%
2012 - 2014 21% 29% 50%
2015 - 2017 22% 28% 50%
2018 - 2020 23% 27% 50%
2021 - 2023 23% 27% 50%
2024 - 2026 24% 26% 50%
2027 - 2029 24% 26% 50%
2030 - 2032 24% 26% 50%
2033 - 2035 25% 25% 50%
2036 - 2038 26% 24% 50%
2039 - 2041 27% 23% 50%
2042 - 2044 27% 23% 50%
2045 - 2047 28% 22% 50%
2048 - 2050 28% 22% 50%
2051 - 2053 28% 22% 50%
2054 - 2056 28% 22% 50%
2057 - 2059 28% 22% 50%
2060 - 2062 28% 22% 50%
2063 - 2065 29% 21% 50%
2066 - 2068 29% 21% 50%
2069 - 2071 29% 21% 50%

Contributins by
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Figure 10: The GDP Ratio of  the Expenditure of  the Long-Term Care Insurance 
 

 
 
Until 2014, the actual data is used. 
The amount of  Co-payments is not included. 
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Figure 11: Labor Force in Efficiency Unit 

 
Labor force + no child care time: The total labor force if  time spent on child care were also used as labor as well 
Labor force + no elderly care time: The total labor force if  time spent on elderly care were also used as labor as well 
Labor force + no child care time + elderly care: The total labor force if  time spent on child care and elderly care were also used as labor as well 
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Table 2: The Consumption Tax Rate           Table 3: The Replacement Rate 

                       

Year Tax Rate
2016 8.00%
2017 8.00%
2018 8.00%
2019 8.44%
2020 8.46%
2021 8.54%
2022 8.37%
2023 8.38%
2024 8.39%
2025 10.38%
2026 10.66%
2027 11.00%
2028 11.29%
2029 11.57%
2030 11.84%
2031 12.19%
2032 12.40%
2033 12.65%
2034 12.94%
2035 13.27%
2036 13.76%
2037 14.05%
2038 14.50%
2039 14.85%
2040 15.27%
2041 15.69%
2042 15.97%
2043 16.20%
2044 16.42%
2045 16.62%
2046 16.90%
2047 17.22%
2048 17.71%
2049 17.86%
2050 17.99%
2051 18.16%
2052 18.31%
2053 18.50%
2054 18.65%
2055 18.80%
2056 19.05%
2057 19.20%
2058 19.30%
2059 19.49%
2060 19.65%

Year Replacement Rate

2016 62.30%
2017 62.30%
2018 60.96%
2019 64.64%
2020 63.92%
2021 63.25%
2022 62.76%
2023 62.42%
2024 61.99%
2025 61.31%
2026 60.90%
2027 60.50%
2028 60.05%
2029 59.49%
2030 58.83%
2031 57.95%
2032 57.74%
2033 56.75%
2034 55.75%
2035 54.69%
2036 53.57%
2037 52.39%
2038 51.14%
2039 49.85%
2040 48.65%
2041 47.66%
2042 46.83%
2043 46.15%
2044 45.54%
2045 45.03%
2046 44.54%
2047 44.14%
2048 43.77%
2049 43.43%
2050 43.08%
2051 42.76%
2052 42.49%
2053 42.22%
2054 41.98%
2055 41.77%
2056 41.58%
2057 41.41%
2058 41.19%
2059 40.96%
2060 40.68%
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Table 4: The Fixed Amount of                   Table 5: Contribution Rate  
Contributions by the First Group (age 65           for the Second Group (age 40 – 64) 
and over of  the Long Term Care Insurance         of  the Long Term Care Insurance         

                                 

Year
2016 5.42%
2017 5.52%
2018 5.64%
2019 5.77%
2020 5.91%
2021 6.01%
2022 6.13%
2023 6.26%
2024 6.42%
2025 6.56%
2026 6.68%
2027 6.80%
2028 6.94%
2029 7.10%
2030 7.26%
2031 7.38%
2032 7.51%
2033 7.62%
2034 7.74%
2035 7.91%
2036 8.10%
2037 8.13%
2038 8.18%
2039 8.22%
2040 8.36%
2041 8.53%
2042 8.56%
2043 8.54%
2044 8.53%
2045 8.53%
2046 8.66%
2047 8.85%
2048 8.88%
2049 8.86%
2050 8.82%
2051 8.85%
2052 8.90%
2053 8.96%
2054 9.04%
2055 9.13%
2056 9.32%
2057 9.44%
2058 9.60%
2059 9.75%
2060 9.87%

Contributions for the first group Year
2016 2.32%
2017 2.40%
2018 2.49%
2019 2.59%
2020 2.70%
2021 2.79%
2022 2.89%
2023 3.01%
2024 3.13%
2025 3.25%
2026 3.38%
2027 3.48%
2028 3.60%
2029 3.76%
2030 3.90%
2031 4.05%
2032 4.15%
2033 4.26%
2034 4.38%
2035 4.54%
2036 4.68%
2037 4.70%
2038 4.73%
2039 4.77%
2040 4.89%
2041 5.04%
2042 5.08%
2043 5.08%
2044 5.08%
2045 5.09%
2046 5.22%
2047 5.39%
2048 5.40%
2049 5.40%
2050 5.38%
2051 5.43%
2052 5.49%
2053 5.57%
2054 5.66%
2055 5.78%
2056 5.97%
2057 6.11%
2058 6.28%
2059 6.44%
2060 6.57%

Contribution rate for the second goup
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Table 6 Simulation 1: The Impact of  an Increase in the Co-Payment Rate 
on the Fixed Amount of  Contributions by the First Group (Age 65 and Over) 

of  the Long-term Care Insurance 
 

Year 10% 20% 30%

2016 5.42% 5.42% 5.42%
2017 5.52% 5.52% 5.52%
2018 5.64% 5.63% 5.63%
2019 5.77% 5.76% 5.77%
2020 5.91% 5.90% 5.90%
2021 6.01% 6.01% 6.01%
2022 6.13% 6.13% 6.13%
2023 6.26% 6.26% 6.26%
2024 6.42% 6.41% 6.41%
2025 6.56% 6.55% 6.54%
2026 6.68% 6.67% 6.67%
2027 6.80% 6.80% 6.80%
2028 6.94% 6.93% 6.93%
2029 7.10% 7.09% 7.08%
2030 7.26% 7.25% 7.24%
2031 7.38% 7.36% 7.35%
2032 7.51% 7.50% 7.50%
2033 7.62% 7.60% 7.60%
2034 7.74% 7.73% 7.72%
2035 7.91% 7.90% 7.89%
2036 8.10% 8.07% 8.06%
2037 8.13% 8.10% 8.10%
2038 8.18% 8.15% 8.14%
2039 8.22% 8.19% 8.18%
2040 8.36% 8.33% 8.32%
2041 8.53% 8.51% 8.49%
2042 8.56% 8.53% 8.51%
2043 8.54% 8.52% 8.50%
2044 8.53% 8.50% 8.48%
2045 8.53% 8.50% 8.48%
2046 8.66% 8.63% 8.62%
2047 8.85% 8.82% 8.80%
2048 8.88% 8.83% 8.81%
2049 8.86% 8.81% 8.80%
2050 8.82% 8.78% 8.76%
2051 8.85% 8.80% 8.79%
2052 8.90% 8.86% 8.84%
2053 8.96% 8.92% 8.90%
2054 9.04% 9.00% 8.97%
2055 9.13% 9.09% 9.07%
2056 9.32% 9.27% 9.25%
2057 9.44% 9.40% 9.37%
2058 9.60% 9.56% 9.53%
2059 9.75% 9.71% 9.67%
2060 9.87% 9.82% 9.79%

Co-payment rate
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Table 7 Simulation 1: The Impact of  an Increase in the Co-Payment Rate 
on the Contribution Rate for the Second Group (Age 40 to 64) 

of  the Long Term Care Insurance 
 
 

Year 10% 20% 30%

2016 2.32% 2.32% 2.32%
2017 2.40% 2.39% 2.40%
2018 2.49% 2.48% 2.49%
2019 2.59% 2.59% 2.60%
2020 2.70% 2.70% 2.70%
2021 2.79% 2.78% 2.79%
2022 2.89% 2.89% 2.90%
2023 3.01% 3.00% 3.01%
2024 3.13% 3.12% 3.14%
2025 3.25% 3.25% 3.26%
2026 3.38% 3.37% 3.39%
2027 3.48% 3.47% 3.49%
2028 3.60% 3.60% 3.61%
2029 3.76% 3.75% 3.77%
2030 3.90% 3.89% 3.91%
2031 4.05% 4.04% 4.06%
2032 4.15% 4.14% 4.16%
2033 4.26% 4.26% 4.28%
2034 4.38% 4.38% 4.40%
2035 4.54% 4.53% 4.56%
2036 4.68% 4.68% 4.71%
2037 4.70% 4.70% 4.73%
2038 4.73% 4.74% 4.76%
2039 4.77% 4.77% 4.80%
2040 4.89% 4.90% 4.93%
2041 5.04% 5.04% 5.08%
2042 5.08% 5.08% 5.12%
2043 5.08% 5.08% 5.12%
2044 5.08% 5.08% 5.12%
2045 5.09% 5.09% 5.14%
2046 5.22% 5.23% 5.26%
2047 5.39% 5.40% 5.43%
2048 5.40% 5.42% 5.45%
2049 5.40% 5.42% 5.45%
2050 5.38% 5.40% 5.44%
2051 5.43% 5.45% 5.48%
2052 5.49% 5.50% 5.55%
2053 5.57% 5.58% 5.63%
2054 5.66% 5.67% 5.72%
2055 5.78% 5.79% 5.84%
2056 5.97% 5.98% 6.03%
2057 6.11% 6.12% 6.17%
2058 6.28% 6.29% 6.35%
2059 6.44% 6.45% 6.50%
2060 6.57% 6.59% 6.64%

Co-payment rate
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Figure 12 Simulation 1: The Impact of  an Increase in the Co-payment Rate on K/L 
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Figure 13 Simulation 1: The Impact of  an Increase in the Co-payment Rate on Welfare 
 

 
The equivalent variation of  all generations is normalized by that of  the generation born in year 2000. 
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Table 8 Simulation 2: The Impact of  an Expansion of  the Contribution Basis 
on the Fixed Amount of  Contributions by the First Group (Age 65 and Over) 

of  the Long Term Care Insurance 

 

Year 40 35 30

2016 5.42% 5.09% 4.88%
2017 5.52% 5.19% 4.97%
2018 5.64% 5.30% 5.08%
2019 5.77% 5.43% 5.21%
2020 5.91% 5.56% 5.34%
2021 6.01% 5.67% 5.44%
2022 6.13% 5.78% 5.54%
2023 6.26% 5.91% 5.66%
2024 6.42% 6.05% 5.80%
2025 6.56% 6.18% 5.92%
2026 6.68% 6.32% 6.03%
2027 6.80% 6.43% 6.15%
2028 6.94% 6.55% 6.26%
2029 7.10% 6.71% 6.40%
2030 7.26% 6.85% 6.54%
2031 7.38% 6.95% 6.63%
2032 7.51% 7.07% 6.75%
2033 7.62% 7.18% 6.84%
2034 7.74% 7.29% 6.95%
2035 7.91% 7.45% 7.11%
2036 8.10% 7.61% 7.26%
2037 8.13% 7.63% 7.28%
2038 8.18% 7.68% 7.33%
2039 8.22% 7.72% 7.37%
2040 8.36% 7.86% 7.50%
2041 8.53% 8.01% 7.65%
2042 8.56% 8.04% 7.66%
2043 8.54% 8.02% 7.65%
2044 8.53% 8.01% 7.64%
2045 8.53% 8.02% 7.63%
2046 8.66% 8.14% 7.76%
2047 8.85% 8.32% 7.94%
2048 8.88% 8.34% 7.96%
2049 8.86% 8.32% 7.95%
2050 8.82% 8.29% 7.93%
2051 8.85% 8.33% 7.97%
2052 8.90% 8.38% 8.03%
2053 8.96% 8.45% 8.09%
2054 9.04% 8.53% 8.17%
2055 9.13% 8.62% 8.26%
2056 9.32% 8.80% 8.42%
2057 9.44% 8.92% 8.54%
2058 9.60% 9.07% 8.68%
2059 9.75% 9.21% 8.81%
2060 9.87% 9.32% 8.91%

Starting Age of the second group
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Table 9 Simulation 2: The Impact of  an Expansion of  the Contribution Basis 
on the Contribution Rate for the Second Group (Age 40 to 64) 

of  the Long Term Care Insurance 

 

Year 40 35 30

2016 2.32% 2.06% 1.91%
2017 2.40% 2.14% 1.98%
2018 2.49% 2.23% 2.07%
2019 2.59% 2.32% 2.16%
2020 2.70% 2.42% 2.26%
2021 2.79% 2.51% 2.34%
2022 2.89% 2.60% 2.43%
2023 3.01% 2.71% 2.53%
2024 3.13% 2.83% 2.64%
2025 3.25% 2.95% 2.75%
2026 3.38% 3.05% 2.85%
2027 3.48% 3.15% 2.94%
2028 3.60% 3.26% 3.04%
2029 3.76% 3.39% 3.16%
2030 3.90% 3.51% 3.27%
2031 4.05% 3.64% 3.39%
2032 4.15% 3.73% 3.47%
2033 4.26% 3.82% 3.55%
2034 4.38% 3.92% 3.65%
2035 4.54% 4.06% 3.78%
2036 4.68% 4.19% 3.90%
2037 4.70% 4.21% 3.93%
2038 4.73% 4.25% 3.95%
2039 4.77% 4.28% 3.99%
2040 4.89% 4.40% 4.10%
2041 5.04% 4.54% 4.23%
2042 5.08% 4.55% 4.25%
2043 5.08% 4.55% 4.24%
2044 5.08% 4.55% 4.24%
2045 5.09% 4.56% 4.26%
2046 5.22% 4.68% 4.36%
2047 5.39% 4.83% 4.52%
2048 5.40% 4.85% 4.55%
2049 5.40% 4.85% 4.55%
2050 5.38% 4.84% 4.55%
2051 5.43% 4.89% 4.59%
2052 5.49% 4.95% 4.66%
2053 5.57% 5.03% 4.73%
2054 5.66% 5.12% 4.82%
2055 5.78% 5.23% 4.92%
2056 5.97% 5.41% 5.09%
2057 6.11% 5.54% 5.21%
2058 6.28% 5.70% 5.35%
2059 6.44% 5.84% 5.48%
2060 6.57% 5.96% 5.60%

Starting Age of the second group
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Figure 14 Simulation 2: The Impact of  an Expansion of  the Contribution Basis on Welfare 

 
 
 

The equivalent variation of  all generations is normalized by that of  the generation born in year 2000. 
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Figure 15 Simulation 1 and 2: The Impact on Welfare 

 
The equivalent variation of  all generations is normalized by that of  the generation born in year 2000. 
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Figure 16: The wage profiles 

 
The above figures are normalized by the wage of  male non full-time workers of  age 20 – 24 in year 2010. The wage of  male non full-time 
workers of  age 20 – 24 is 1. 
Obtained from Kato and Kawade (2015) 
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Figure 17A Simulation 3: The Impact of  additional labor supply by female non-full-time workers on K/L 
when the time cost of  elderly care is eliminated 
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Figure 18A Simulation 3: The Impact of  additional labor supply by female non-full-time workers on Welfare 
when the time cost of  elderly care is eliminated 

 
 

 
The equivalent variation of  all generations is normalized by that of  the generation born in year 2000. 
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Figure 17B Simulation 3: The Impact of  additional labor supply by male full-time workers on K/L 
when the time cost of  elderly care is eliminated 
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Figure 18B Simulation 3: The Impact of  additional labor supply by male full-time workers on Welfare 
when the time cost of  elderly care is eliminated 

 

 
The equivalent variation of  all generations is normalized by that of  the generation born in year 2000. 
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Figure 17C Simulation 3: The Impact of  additional labor supply by female full-time workers on K/L 

when the time cost of  elderly care is eliminated 
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Figure 18C Simulation 3: The Impact of  additional labor supply by female full-time workers on Welfare 

when the time cost of  elderly care is eliminated 
 

 
The equivalent variation of  all generations is normalized by that of  the generation born in year 2000. 
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Figure 17D Simulation 3: The Impact of  additional labor supply by All workers on K/L 
when the time cost of  elderly care is eliminated 
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Figure 18D Simulation 3: The Impact of  additional labor supply by All workers on Welfare 
when the time cost of  elderly care is eliminated 

 
 

 
 

The equivalent variation of  all generations is normalized by that of  the generation born in year 2000. 
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Figure 19: The financial cost of  child care  

 
 

The financial cost of  child care is normalized based on the annual income of  male non full-time worker in age 20 – 24 in year 2010 
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Figure 20 Simulation 4: The Impact of  an increase in the child care benefits on K/L 
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Figure 21 Simulation 4: The Impact of  an increase in the child care benefits on welfare 
 

 
The equivalent variation of  all generations is normalized by that of  the generation born in year 2000. 
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Figure 22A Simulation 5: The Impact of  additional labor supply by female non-full-time workers on K/L 
when the time cost of  child care is eliminated 
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Figure 23A Simulation 5: The Impact of  additional labor supply by female non-full-time workers on welfare  
When the time cost of  child care is eliminated 

 

 
 

The equivalent variation of  all generations is normalized by that of  the generation born in year 2000. 
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Figure 22B Simulation 5: The Impact of  additional labor supply by female full-time workers on K/L 
when the time cost of  child care is eliminated 
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Figure 23B Simulation 5: The Impact of  additional labor supply by female full-time workers on welfare  
When the time cost of  child care is eliminated 

 

 
 

The equivalent variation of  all generations is normalized by that of  the generation born in year 2000. 
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Figure 22C Simulation 5: The Impact of  additional labor supply by male full-time workers on K/L 
when the time cost of  child care is eliminated 
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Figure 23C Simulation 5: The Impact of  additional labor supply by male full-time workers on welfare  
When the time cost of  child care is eliminated 

 

 
 

The equivalent variation of  all generations is normalized by that of  the generation born in year 2000. 
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Figure 22D Simulation 5: The Impact of  additional labor supply by All workers on K/L 
when the time cost of  child care is eliminated 
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Figure 23D Simulation 5: The Impact of  additional labor supply by All workers on welfare  
When the time cost of  child care is eliminated 

 

 
The equivalent variation of  all generations is normalized by that of  the generation born in year 2000. 




